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BACKSTAGE
BEAUTY

H Go backstage at,
H
among others,
^B Thierry Mugler,
H
Yvessaintlaurent
^H
and Azzedine Alaia
^1 fashion shows
™ at the Ca lena
des Nouvelles Images at the
Hotel Scribe The intimate
hotel gallery is hostmg Back
to Backstage, an exhibit
showcasing twenty black and
white photographs taken by the
talented Gerard Musy
I rue Scribe (9th)

TUESDAY

EPHEMERAL DINING
Every year Aberlour hosts their Aberlour
Hunting Club ephemeral restaurant
for three nights only and this year the
exclusive evenings, starting tonight, are
held at Le Pavillon du Lac, overlooking
the magical Buttes Chaumont park. The
three evenings serve up a men|»eated
by starred chef Eric Pras to acc^npa»y
their 18 year old single malt, sherry and
bourbon. Réservations are required at
www.aberlour.com
_
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FRIDAY

PASTRIES AND PICS

DAZZLING
DIAMONDS

Book your little cnes in for
a photo shoot with a twist
Photographier Marie Chavarot
bas created the Butter in
the Shutter atelier, invitmg
youngsters to get a faste of
delicious pastnes and captunng
them on camera, making for a
gréât and fun souvenir Available
forchildren aged between 7
and 12 and shoots are organised
between 3 and 5pm today and
on the 13th, 23rd and 30th of
November
24 rue Condorcet (9th),
OI 48787713

Discover Alexander
Fuchs's new
haute jewellery
collection,
Explosion, at the
chic Fouquet's
Barriere Hotel, which is hostmg
the jewellery house's first
ephemeral boutique The
boutique opens today and wi
remam open until the 15th of
the month
46 ave George V (8th)

TUESDAY

HIGH TEA
FREE PHOTO
EXHIBIT
Head to the Hotel
de Ville and take
in Brassai, Pour
I Amour de Pans,
a beautiful photo
exhibit showcasing
the works of
Brassai
5 rue Lobau (4th)

BELLUCCIA
8203308300502/GAB/OTO/2

Between 3 30 and
5 30pm enjoy the
élégance of L'ARTea
Time, the art inspired
high tea at Shangri
La Hotel's restaurant La
Bauhmia Inspired by the
Braque exhibit held at the Grand
Palais, head pastry chef François Perret has created
the delicious chocolaté pastry, Pâtisserie Braque,
to be sampled alongstdefinger sandwiches, mini
pastnes and scones
10aved'léna(16th), OI 5367 1991

Eléments de recherche : BUTTER IN THE SHUTTER : atelier de pâtisserie et de photographie pour enfants, toutes citations

